Harvest Time:
I’d gladly trade what you hide
It’s simply made, holding the line
I grind, I grind
She’s raised the flag
And it’s harvest time
I’ll watch this drag
While you dine
This escapade, what a ride
Until your shade can shine
I grind, I grind
She’s raised the flag
And it’s harvest time
I’ll watch this drag
While you dine
They’re going mad
One at a time
Gave all they had
While you smile
Contraband:
Fling, string splayed outwards
Sling, trade-mounted
So weak and on my weekend
Red trains take me away
Fling, stately hurting
Dream, blatant yearning
Wild outside, stayed inside
Clocks show it’s noon
Based on this, braced for this
Your mouth speaks doom
Seen, what you counted
Day’s gone, you yawn
And lean on and feed on me
How it rained this whole night
How I drained this whole night
Call this trained, this dog bites
On my right
How you stained, black, blue, bright
Poorly named, no insight
Now it rains, I sit tight
While you recite

Said I Wanna:
Said I wanna wanna, get up on it, on it
Face forgotten trauma, dissolve unwanted drama
Said I wanna wanna, sit up right there on it,
And I’m even gonna, legs dangling down
Now you know me better, the wild illustrator,
And I’ve found the navigator, former interrogator
Location of the traitor, deception innovator,
Situaton integrator, watching the sun going down
28 stories high to simplify,
These sideways ties loosened as we ride
Do you wanna haunt it, get up on it, own it?
Scrape the bottom bottom, now you’ve gone and blown it
Trying to unknot it, still he isn’t solid,
And I can’t help be bonded,
Watching your world explode
And it’s again forgotten, please tell me how you plot this,
But I remain undaunted and smile down beyond it
But it’s true I wanna move on past this constant replayed, repaid apology
28 stories high to simplify,
These sideways ties loosened,
Now you’re diving, diving, fetching your own prize
Do you feel unwanted, rejected, old and taunted?
But do you know you flaunted, every single thing forgotten?
And now I want it knotted or else just let it rot there, you can just leave it right there
This place, this face can be embraced
28 stories high to simplify

I just:
What we’re finding by unwinding
While he’s hiding, he’s a wild thing
Patronizing but only slightly,
Now I’m climbing and then diving
I just drive where they tell me to drive,
Sunset bringing us into the night
It’s a graphic, sociopathic, debilitating breakdown
Straight into the deep, deep blue,
An enchanting you
Fantasizing and outshining,
See it rising while you’re blinding
I just fly where they tell me to fly,
Doesn’t really matter why
It’s emphatic, psychopathic, invigorating and round
A dancing muse with the blues
I keep trying, you’re undermining,
It’s defiling, I’m not declining
I disguise how they tell me is wise,
Rundown and singing in stride
She’s ecstatic, highly graphic, roller-skating, uncrowned
Now infused, you’re always confused, you choose
She danced to the dials on his guitar

